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Insights for operators with a passion for better.

Customization and Premium Ingredients
Are Driving New Pizzeria Growth.

The fast casual segment has long offered customers the experience of customization and more premium 
ingredients, and now pizzerias are following suit as more consumers are turning away from lower-quality 

options. Pizzeria establishments that are set up much like Chipotle are expanding beyond...Read More

How Pasta Shape Influences
Sauce Pairings
When it comes to pasta noodles, not just any shape works with any 
kind of sauce. Of the myriad of styles, each performs best when 
paired with a specific sauce texture and consistency. Thinner, longer 
pastas, such as linguine and angel hair, pair perfectly...Read More

· Doing It Better ·

Tomato Forecast Passion Shows Recipe Inspiration

Spring Planting 
Outlook

Preparations are well under 
way for this spring’s tomato 
planting season, and we are 
excited to announce that our 
first transplants...Read More

Upscale Pizza and 
Quality Ingredients 

Give zpizza a 
Delicious Point of 

Difference.

 At a time when pizza market 
competition has never been 
more fierce,...Read More

Tequila-Lime 
Shrimp Pizza

Combining the influences of 
Gulf Coast seafood and 

Tex-Mex kick, this unique 
shrimp pizza offers a creative 

alternative to...Read More

A Special Offer

Get up to $100 back when you 
purchase any Escalon product. 

Click here for your
rebate coupon.
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Discover the deliciously 

noticeable difference that 

gentle processing, no added 

citric acid, and only the best 

all-natural tomatoes can 

make. Click for a free sample 

or call 888-ESCALON.

· Trending in the Field ·

http://www.escalon.net/sample
http://www.escalon.net/files/pdfs/100R_coupon_Jan2015.pdf
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Customization and Premium Ingredients
Are Driving New Pizzeria Growth.

The fast casual segment has long offered customers the experience 

of customization and more premium ingredients, and now 

pizzerias are following suit as more consumers are turning away 

from lower-quality options. Pizzeria establishments that are set up 

much like Chipotle are expanding beyond expected toppings with 

gourmet or unusual ingredients such as Thai chicken, sundried 

tomatoes, artisan cheeses, and even exotic sauces like Tzatziki. 

The reason for this change is two very influential consumer 

populations, the Boomers and the Millennials. Boomer customers 

have more money to spend and simply want better choices, while 

Millennials have grown up eating a variety of ethnic fare and demand more sophisticated, adventurous 

flavors as well as customization. The result is the emergence of a new breed of pizza franchise that offers 

customers complete customization in minutes with ingredients ranging from organic and local to gourmet 

or gluten free.

· Trending in the Field ·
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· Doing It Better ·

How Pasta Shape Influences
Sauce Pairings

When it comes to pasta noodles, not just any shape works 

with any kind of sauce. Of the myriad of styles, each performs 

best when paired with a specific sauce texture and consistency. 

Thinner, longer pastas, such as linguine and angel hair, pair 

perfectly with lighter oil-based or seafood sauces. Tube pastas, 

such as ziti, rigatoni, and penne, go well with thicker 

tomato-based and cheese sauces because their hollows capture 

the sauce. Twists work well with smoother, thinner sauces like 

pesto that cling to the pasta’s grooves. And hearty filled 

pastas, such as tortellini and ravioli, are best accented by 

lighter butter or oil sauces or sauces that complement the 

flavor of the filling ingredients.
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Spring Planting Outlook

Preparations are well under way for this spring’s tomato planting season, and we are excited to announce 

that our first transplants are headed to the field for the July harvest!

Once again, we have secured tonnage with our long-standing core group of conventional and organic 

growers—although final pricing has not yet been settled due to a variety of concerns. Like last year, 

precipitation is well below normal across California, making higher tomato prices a possibility. Now that 

northern reserves are near depletion, many questions remain about how state water allocations will be 

decided among growers in the north and south. Finally, the beet leafhopper, the pest that transmitted the 

curly top virus in 2013 is again flourishing in the foothills due to the drought, lack of vegetation, and 

warmth. This year, however, growers believe early awareness and preventive measures should 

significantly lessen the impact.

· Tomato Forecast ·
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· Passion Shows ·

Upscale Pizza and
Quality Ingredients

Give zpizza a Delicious 
Point of Difference.

At a time when pizza market competition has never been more fierce, 

California-based chain zpizza is staying out front with an innovative menu 

inspired not only by its passion for food, but also its commitment to healthy 

lifestyles. Founded in 1986 at a time when other pizzerias served mostly 

traditionally topped pizzas like pepperoni and sausage, zpizza was among 

the first to offer “gourmet” toppings such as feta cheese, roasted peppers, 

and artichokes. Barbecue and Thai innovations were added early on. And with a heightened awareness of its customers’ 

healthy lifestyles, gluten-free and vegan crusts were natural additions. Today, fresh, real ingredients and interesting flavor 

combinations are still a menu hallmark. Founder Sid Fanarof says the reason is taste. “We believe the best-tasting foods 

start with ingredients that are naturally better for you.” And to make great pizza, he says zpizza scrutinizes every 

ingredient. “We make our crusts with 100% GMO-free flour. We use 100% certified organic crushed tomatoes. We buy 

hormone-free Wisconsin skim mozzarella. And we specify only pepperoni without nitrates.” The result is a pizza that’s been 

critically acclaimed in cities throughout the U.S. Says Fanarof, “Making and delivering a truly exceptional upscale pizza is 

something we’re passionate about and feel we can do better than anyone else.”

Sid Fanarof, Founder, zpizza
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· Recipe Inspiration ·

Tequila-Lime Shrimp Pizza

Combining the influences of Gulf Coast seafood and Tex-Mex kick, this unique 

shrimp pizza offers a creative alternative to standby toppings.

Slap out sourdough ball to 16-inch round crust. Cover and let rise until doubled. Roll edges to make crust, forming a rim.  

Top dough with garlic ranch sauce, followed by jalapeños and parsley flakes. Then pour tequila on top. Next, sprinkle 

with Parmesan cheese and top, in order, with onions, baby shrimp, and mozzarella. Bake in oven at 420˚F for 10 minutes.

Slice pizza and transfer to a serving plate. Top each slice with 1 slice avocado, diced tomatoes and cilantro, and squeeze 

juices from ¼ lime over top.

Yield: 1-16" pizza

Ingredients:

• 28 oz. sourdough ball

• 4 oz. garlic ranch sauce

• 5 jalapeño pepper slices,
finely chopped

• 1 tsp. parsley flakes

• 1 tbsp. tequila

• 1 oz. Parmesan cheese

• ½ cup chopped onions

• 25 to 30 bay shrimp,
fresh or frozen

• 1½ cups mozzarella

• ½ avocado

• ½ cup diced tomatoes

• 8 sprigs cilantro

• Juice of ¼ lime
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